Unpackaged Raw Animal foods are prohibited. *Exemptions exist (3-306.13)

A CONSUMER IS SELF-SERVING/DISPENSING??

YES

IS THE FOOD A SALAD BAR / OLIVE BAR OR BUFFET COMPLIANT WITH 3-306.11 & 3-306.13??
Including Food Employee Monitoring

NO

Other Bulk Food such as bulk candy bins, self-serve fudge, self-serve pickle barrel, baked goods, and similar

YES

LABELING REQUIRED

⇒ Acceptable Methods:
  1. Manufacture Product Labeling on bulk container/bin
  2. Poster / Sign / Book at Point of Sale (POS) display
  3. Other effective means or signage*

⇒ Information shall include:
  1. Manufacturers Label provided with food, OR
  2. Common Name, AND
  3. Ingredients (if 2 or more), including Sub-Ingredients, AND
  4. Nutritional Labeling (if required).

*Examples: Sign stating “Ingredients available upon Request” with location, predominately posted at POS. QSR terminal or barcode scanner with information at POS.